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Abstract
We present a comprehensive analytical comparison of four types of proton imaging set-ups and,
to this end, develop a mathematical framework to calculate the width of the uncertainty envelope
around the most likely proton path depending on set-up geometry, detector properties, and proton
beam parameters. As a figure of merit for the spatial resolution achievable with each set-up, we use
the frequency f10% at which the modular transfer function of a density step decreases below 10%. We
verify the analytical results with Monte Carlo simulations.
We find that set-ups which track the angle and position of individual protons in front of and
behind the phantom would yield an average spatial resolution of 0.3–0.35 lp mm−1 assuming
realistic geometric parameters (i.e. 30–40 cm distance between detector and phantom, 15–20 cm
phantom thickness). For set-ups combining pencil beam scanning with either a position sensitive
detector, e.g. an x-ray flat panel, or with a position insensitive detector, e.g. a range telescope, we find
an average spatial resolution of about 0.1 lp mm−1 for an 8 mm FWHM beam spot size. The pixel
information improves the spatial resolution by less than 10%. In both set-up types, performance
can be significantly improved by reducing the pencil beam size down to 2 mm FWHM. In this case,
the achievable spatial resolution reaches about 0.25 lp mm−1. Our results show that imaging setups combining double scattering with a pixel detector can provide sufficient spatial resolution only
under very stringent conditions and are not ideally suited for computed tomography applications.
We further propose a region-of-interest method for set-ups with a pixel detector to filter out protons
which have undergone nuclear reactions and discuss the impact of tracker detector uncertainties on
the most likely path.

1. Introduction
Proton therapy is a rapidly growing technique for tumour radiation therapy. The main advantage of proton
therapy over conventional radiation therapy (performed with x-rays or electrons) is the ability of delivering no
dose beyond the tumour and a much lower dose in front of the tumour (Paganetti 2012b). This feature arises
from the proton depth-dose distribution where the maximum dose is deposited at the end of the proton range, in
the so called Bragg-peak region, contrarily to photons which deposit their maximum dose on or near the patient
surface. Range uncertainties represent an important caveat for the exploitation of the full potential of proton
therapy treatments. To reduce them and to produce more conformal treatment plans, proton imaging can serve
as complementary and/or alternative imaging modality for proton beam therapy (Schneider et al 2005, Schulte
and Penfold 2012, Arbor et al 2015). The main reason is the following: in a regular proton treatment work-flow,
the patient undergoes an x-ray planning computed tomography (CT), on which the tumour is contoured and
the plan defined. The patient anatomical information from the CT needs to be converted from x-ray hounsfield
unit (HU), which is a measure of photon attenuation, into proton relative stopping power (RSP), from which one
can obtain the proton range in the patient. Such a CT image, expressed in RSP, serves as anatomical map needed
by the treatment planning system (TPS) to calculate the treatment plan. The HU-RSP conversion represents
© 2018 Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine
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an important source of range uncertainties in proton therapy nowadays, amounting to about 2% of the proton
range (Paganetti 2012b). Contrary to an x-ray CT, proton imaging directly measures the water equivalent
thickness (WET), equivalent to the RSP integrated along aligned voxels, without the need for any conversion
and without the inherent range uncertainties (Schulte and Penfold 2012). In spite of its potential advantage as a
direct probe of WET/RSP, proton imaging is not yet used in clinics. The main two reasons are the inferior spatial
resolution of proton CT compared to x-ray CT and the necessary integration of a proton imaging set-up in the
treatment facility.
In the past decades, different types of proton imaging set-ups have been proposed, developed and investigated (Parodi 2014, Poludniowski et al 2015, Johnson 2018). All have in common that protons are shot through
the patient/phantom at high enough energy so that they emerge on the other side where they are captured in
a suitable detector device. The WET of the traversed material is typically determined either from the residual
energy or the residual range of the protons. Some set-ups collect information about single protons individually.
In particular, pairs of tracker devices located in front of and behind the patient register the position and angle of
each proton. Another group of imaging devices measure entire ensembles of protons, either delivered by active
pencil beam scanning (PBS) or by passive double scattering. They typically employ either a range telescope or a
single plane imager panel (otherwise employed in x-ray imaging) in combination with beam energy modulation
to measure the WET of the phantom or tissue material. We will provide the relevant details of each set-up in section 2.1.
Protons undergo random multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) events within the traversed material which
cause their trajectories to follow a stochastic ‘zig-zag’ shape (Gottschalk et al 1993). This physical effect limits the
spatial resolution of proton radiographic images and consequently also of the reconstructed volumetric images.
On the other hand, a certain amount of spatial resolution is necessary in order for proton imaging to be useful
as a complementary imaging modality in a proton therapy facility. How much this ought to be depends on the
specific application (range verification, patient positioning, stopping power calibration, treatment planning CT)
and deserves a systematic study on its own. In a scenario in which proton CT is used as input for a TPS instead
of the conventional x-ray CT, the Nyquist frequency associated with the voxel grid provides at least an order of
magnitude. For a 2 mm voxel spacing, representative of what is typically used in commercial TPS, the Nyquist
frequency is 0.25 lp mm−1. A proton CT image with a lower spatial resolution than this number will potentially
be insufficient for accurate treatment planning on the desired dose grid. On the other hand, a much higher spatial
resolution will probably be unnecessary because the discretisation on the voxel grid would anyhow be unable to
appreciate the higher spatial frequencies.
For a specific category of set-ups, namely those measuring the protons’ entry and exit coordinates, the impact
of parameters such as the distance between the phantom and the trackers or the internal tracker construction on
the spatial resolution has been studied (Penfold et al 2011, Schneider et al 2012, Bopp et al 2014). In this work, we
contribute a comprehensive comparison of the most common types of proposed set-ups in terms of the characteristic spatial resolution they are able to achieve.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Set-ups
We considered four types of proton imaging set-ups in this work which have all been investigated by several
groups in the past or are currently being developed. They are illustrated schematically in figure 1. To acquire
three-dimensional tomographic images, either the patient needs to be rotated around its vertical axis or the beam
nozzle together with the imaging equipment needs to be rotated around the patient so that projections can be
recorded under a range of angles and used as input data for a suitable tomographic reconstruction algorithm. It is
not the purpose of this work to compare the performance of these algorithms.
In the following, we briefly describe the set-ups and underline the characteristic aspects which have an impact
on the spatial resolution.
2.1.1. Single tracking
(Upper left panel in figure 1) In what is often referred to as ‘single tracking’, the set-up includes pairs of tracker
devices placed in front of the phantom (patient) and behind it (Schulte et al 2004, Penfold et al 2011, Civinini
et al 2013, Scaringella et al 2014, Taylor et al 2015, 2016). They measure the position and angle of a proton before
entering and after exiting the phantom. An additional detector, typically a calorimeter, measures the residual
energy of the protons from which the water equivalent thickness of the phantom can be deduced (Sipala et al
2015). Such a set-up requires a sufficiently high acquisition rate and/or a sufficiently low particle fluence to be
able to register single proton events. A slightly simpler version of this set-up measures only the protons’ position
and not their angle (Pemler et al 1999, Schneider et al 2004, Shinoda et al 2006, Schneider et al 2012). In this work,
we mainly concentrate on single tracking set-ups which do measure the entry and exit angle.
2
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the four types of proton imaging set-ups compared in this work.

2.1.2. Passive field  +  pixel detector
(Lower left panel in figure 1) In a treatment facility with passive double scattering beam delivery, it has been
proposed to irradiate the patient with an extended field and capture the protons with a position sensitive single
plane detector placed behind the patient (Zygmanski et al 2000, Lu 2008, Muraishi et al 2009, Seco and Depauw
2011, Testa et al 2013). The initial beam energy is modulated, e.g. with a spinning wheel with decreasing material
thickness, while each detector pixel records the signal over time. The WET of the patient is estimated pixel per
pixel from the shape of the so-obtained dose rate functions (Jee et al 2017, Zhang et al 2018). We will refer to this
type of set-up with the abbreviated term ‘passive  +  pixel’.
2.1.3. PBS  +  pixel detector
(Lower right panel in figure 1) A similar set-up can be used in combination with pencil beam scanning (PBS).
Again, the initial beam energy must be modulated, either directly in case of a synchrotron accelerator or through
a range modulator device in case of a cyclotron accelerator (Bentefour et al 2016). Telsemeyer et al (2012) used
such a set-up in combination with carbon ion beams, but the principles are equivalent. The WET is determined
essentially by identifying the beam energy for which the protons range out in the single plane detector. Contrary
to the passive field set-up, the protons are known to have entered the patient in a relatively small region
(≈50–100 mm2) around the centre of the pencil beam. Therefore, geometrical information is available to the
tomographic reconstruction algorithm, both, by the pencil beam position and the pixel location. We call this type
of set-up ‘PBS  +  pixel detector’.
2.1.4. PBS  +  range telescope
(Upper right panel in figure 1) The fourth type of set-up considered in this work combines pencil beam scanning
with a detector which is not position sensitive. When using a range telescope, typically realized as multi layer
ionisation chamber (Rinaldi et al 2013, 2014, Farace et al 2016), the WET can be estimated from the measured
integrated depth dose profiles, essentially from the Bragg peak position (Krah et al 2015). Because range
information is obtained from the integral signal over the entire ionisation chamber planes, the detector does
not provide geometrical information. A two dimensional image is constructed based on the known pencil beam
spot position, so that each spot corresponds to one image pixel. Alternatively, a calorimeter can be used instead of
the range telescope to measure the protons residual energy (Rescigno et al 2015). We use the term ‘PBS  +  range
telescope’ to collectively refer to this set-up category.
The above descriptions are to summarise the most important aspects of the four imaging set-ups and many
technical details could certainly be added to each of them. We wish to underline that the purpose of this work is
to compare types of imaging systems based on the characteristic properties rather than to make statements about
specific implementations of these systems.
3
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Figure 2. Sketch to illustrate the geometrical definitions used in the mathematical derivations. Coloured arrows indicate the
position and propagation direction of a proton. The solid ‘zig-zag’ line is to exemplify a single proton trajectory. The dashed vertical
lines summarise pairs of tracker detectors each.

2.2. Recapitulation: estimation of the most likely path
The spatial resolution of proton images (radiographic—2D and tomographic—3D) is limited because of a
combination of factors: the random scattering of protons within the patient as well as parameters characteristic
of the imaging set-up and the proton beam. The purpose of this work is to systematically compare the four types
of set-ups under the aspect of spatial image resolution. The mathematical framework which is typically used to
describe the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) on proton trajectories in the context of proton CT is a
good starting point. We therefore recapitulate the central aspects for coherence and better legibility.
Several authors have reported mathematical formalisms (Williams 2004, Schulte et al 2008, Erdelyi 2009,
Collins-Fekete et al 2017) to estimate the most likely proton path when using single tracking set-ups. As a byproduct, the mathematical equations also allow us to quantify the size of the uncertainty envelope around the
most likely path. It is this latter quantity on which we mainly concentrate in this paper.
The existing formalisms make the simplifying assumption that the phantom is homogeneous and made of
water and so do we. Furthermore, scattering in the two directions perpendicular to the beam is treated independently. In what follows, we refer to one plane only. We denote the proton position in the transversal direction with
t, its propagation angle with θ, and the combined vector as y = (t, θ). We have summarized all variables graphically in figure 2. Part of the illustration will be relevant only in section 2.4.
The rationale behind the existing MLP formalisms is as follows: a proton entering the phantom at yin
undergoes a large number of small scattering events. In some given depth u, it therefore passes a random point
y1 = (t1 , θ1 ) and exits the phantom at uout at some random y2 = (t2 , θ2 ). One defines the joint likelihood
L(y1 , y2 |yin ),
(1)

that the proton passes at y1 and y2, given the entrance parameter yin. Mathematically, this is a function of two
variables which both result from the same random process: the MCS. One of the variables is fixed to the value yout
measured by a suitable tracking device behind the phantom, so that
L(y1 , y2 = yout |yin )
(2)

becomes a function of y1 only.
Using the chain rule for joint probabilities, equation (2) may be expanded in two different ways:
L(y1 , y2 = yout |yin ) = L(y1 |y2 = yout ; yin ) × L(y2 = yout |yin )
(3)
= L(y2 = yout |y1 ; yin ) × L(y1 |yin ).
(4)

We remark that yin is not a variable in terms of the random scattering process, but rather an input parameter,
which is why we have used a semicolon to separate it from the conditional variable. The chain rule for joint
probabilities is sometimes called ‘Bayes’ theorem’ in statistics textbooks which may have led other authors to
refer to ‘Bayesian statistics’ when deriving the MLP.
4
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Equation (3) would be used for example in a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, in which many protons depart
from yin, but only those with a certain y2 = yout are selected for analysing the distribution of t1 and θ1 in some
depth u. The term L(y2 = yout |yin ) is actually only a constant factor in this case in that it does not depend on y1.
Equation (4), on the other hand, lends itself to a physics motivated statistical model and indeed underlies the
MLP formalisms. To this end, the two factors are interpreted as likelihood of a proton to be scattered from yin to y1
and from y1 to y2 = yout , respectively. Equation (4) becomes
L(y1 , y2 = yout |yin ) = Lscat (yin → y1 ) × Lscat (y1 → y2 = yout |yin ).
(5)

The condition yin in the second term is actually superfluous and we will henceforth drop it for simplicity. The two
factors in the above equation are modelled as Gaussian likelihood functions (Schulte et al 2008):


1 T
−1
T T
L
(y
→
y
)
∝
exp
(y
−
y
R
)Σ
(y
−
R
y
)
−
(6)
scat in
1
1
0 in
in 0
1
2 1


1 T
−1
T T
Lscat (y1 → y2 = yout ) ∝ exp − (yout − y1 R1 )Σ2 (yout − R1 y1 ) ,
(7)
2

with


 2

 2



σt1 σt21 θ1
σt2 σt22 θ2
1 u − uin
1 uout − u
,
R
=
Σ1 =
,
Σ
=
,
R
=
.
(8)
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
σt22 θ2 σθ22
σt21 θ1 σθ21

The matrices R0 and R1 can be thought of as small angle rotation matrices and Σ1 and Σ2 are covariance
matrices which quantify the amount of spatial and angular dispersion in a certain depth due to MCS. Their
components can be calculated numerically. In this work, we used the integral expressions reported in equations (7)–(9) and equations (16)–(18) in Schulte et al (2008). They differ from those in Williams (2004) only by
the additional pre-factor. We report them here for completeness:

2  u
(u − uin )2 du
u − uin
2
2
σt1 = E0 1 + 0.038 ln
×
(9)
X0
β 2 p2 X0
uin

2  u
1 du
u − uin
2
2
σθ1 = E0 1 + 0.038 ln
×
(10)
2 p2 X
X0
β
0
uin

2  u
(u − uin ) du
u − uin
2
2
σt1 θ1 = E0 1 + 0.038 ln
×
,
(11)
X0
β 2 p2 X0
uin

with E0  =  13.6 MeV c−1 an empirical constant. The components of Σ2 are obtained by replacing uin with u and u
with uout in the above equations. The 1/β 2 p2 term depends on the protons energy and increases with depth. It is
often approximated by a polynomial fit to MC simulated data in the context of proton CT reconstruction because
equations (9)–(11) can then be integrated analytically (Williams 2004). We will discuss this aspect in more detail
in section 2.8. The parameter X0 is the material specific radiation length and its value is 36.1 cm for water. Smaller
values, such as in bone tissue, lead to more scattering and thus larger entries in the covariance matrices Σ1 and Σ2 .
The MLP is obtained by maximizing equation (5) with respect to y1:

−1  −1

T −1
yMLP (u) = Σ−1
· Σ1 R0 yin + RT1 Σ−1
1 + R1 Σ2 R1
2 yout
(12)



 −1
T −1
T −1
· R0 yin + Σ1 R1 Σ1 + Σ2 (R−1
· yout .
= R−1
1 )
1 Σ2 R1 Σ2 + Σ1 R1
It is important to remember that the MLP is only an estimate of the proton path and the true trajectory will
always differ from it. The uncertainty distribution around the MLP is (by construction) Gaussian and the covariance matrix is derived from the joint likelihood in equation (5):

−1

−1
T −1
T
T
(13)
ΣMLP (u) = Σ−1
= Σ1 Σ2 (R−1
Σ2 (R−1
1 + R1 Σ 2 R 1
1 ) + R1 Σ 1
1 ) .

The width of the uncertainty envelope (in the spatial domain) is given by the (1, 1)-component (ΣMLP )1,1.
The alternative forms on the right hand side of equations (12) and (13) do not require inverting individual
Σ-matrices which would otherwise diverge at the phantom entry or exit surface where one of them becomes zero.
2.3. Set-up geometry
In this section, we introduce relationships to account for the geometry of the imaging set-ups. We again refer
to figure 2 for an overview sketch and a summary of the variables. All expressions tacitly make use of first order
approximations of triangular functions, as do the existing MLP formalisms, because angular deflections due to
MCS are small.
5
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In a clinical implementation, the detector devices need to be placed at some minimum distance from the
patient, for practical as well as security reasons. The authors of Schulte et al (2004) recommend a minimum distance of 10 cm between the trackers and the phantom/patient. From the practical point of view, more clearance
might be needed to allow the detector to rotate around the patient and the couch. In comparison, the flat panel
imagers in several commercial cone beam CT scanners have a distance of 40–50 cm to the centre of rotation,
which implies a distance of 30–40 cm between the detector and the patient head surface (which we denote with
dentry and dexit). In this work, we explore the impact of these geometrical parameters in the range between 2 cm
and 40 cm.
We assume the protons to propagate on straight lines in the air surrounding the patient because the scattering
probability is very low (radiation length of air is about 3 × 104 cm). We denote with yin,d the parameter vector
measured in the tracker plane which translates into a vector yin at the entrance surface of the phantom as


1 dentry
.
yin = Sin · yin,d with Sin =
(14)
0
1
Similarly, for the exit vector we write


1 dexit
,
y
=
S
·
y
with
S
=
(15)
out
out
out
out,d
0
1

where yout,d is the exit coordinate vector in the tracker plane and yout is its back projection onto the phantom
surface.
2.4. Extended formalism
The expression in equation (13) for the width of the uncertainty envelope assumes yin and yout to be precisely
known. In this section, we extend the formalism to account for experimental uncertainties in yin and yout.
From the statistical point of view, the entry and exit parameters measured by the tracker devices of a single
tracking set-up provide an estimate of their true values with some degree of uncertainty. In the following, we add
the tilde symbol when referring to measured estimates and leave it away to indicate their true values. We model
the uncertainty with a Gaussian distribution because it often describes well the statistical errors in experimental
practice and it simplifies the mathematical equations. The likelihood of the measured values ỹin,d and ỹout,d to be
true is


1
Lmeas (ỹin,d , yin,d ) ∝ exp − (ỹin,d − yin,d )T Σ−1
(ỹ
−
y
)
in,d
in,d
in
2




−1
1
⇒ Lmeas (ỹin , yin ) ∝ exp − (ỹin − yin )T Sin Σin STin
(ỹin − yin )
(16)
2




1
Lmeas (ỹout,d , yout,d ) ∝ exp − (ỹout,d − yout,d )T Σ−1
(ỹ
−
y
)
out,d
out out,d
2


1
,
⇒ Lmeas (ỹout , yout ) ∝ exp − (ỹout − yout )T STout Σ−1
S
(ỹ
−
y
)
out
out out out
2

(17)

where Σin and Σout are the covariance matrices which describe the experimental uncertainty. The above
expressions can be used to extend equation (5) by marginalising over all possible true entry and exit parameters
weighted by their likelihood:



L(y1 , y2 = ỹout |ỹin )
 
=
Lmeas (ỹin , yin )Lscat (yin → y1 )Lscat (y1 → y2 = yout )Lmeas (ỹout , yout )dyin dyout


= Lmeas (ỹin , yin )Lscat (yin → y1 )dyin × Lscat (y1 → y2 = yout )Lmeas (ỹout , yout )dyout .

(18)

This is the likelihood that a proton has passed at y1 in some depth u given the measurements ỹin and ỹout. The two
integrals in equation (18) can be solved analytically because all terms are Gaussian likelihood functions. One
obtains:


1
T −1
L(y
,
y
=
ỹ
|ỹ
)
∝
exp
(y
−
y
)
Σ
(y
−
y
)
−
,
(19)
1 2
out in
1
MLP
MLP
MLP 1
2
where
−1

ΣMLP (u) = C1 (C1 + C2 ) C2
(20)
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yMLP (u) = C2 (C1 + C2 )



+ C1 (C1 + C2 )

−1

−1

R0 Sin · ỹin,d

−1
R−1
1 Sout · ỹout,d

(21)

with
C1 = R0 Sin Σin STin RT0 + Σ1
(22)
−1 T
−1
−1 T
−1
−1 T
C2 = R−1
(23)
1 Sout Σout (Sout ) (R1 ) + R1 Σ2 (R1 ) .

The width σMLP of the uncertainty envelope around the MLP in the spatial domain is given by the (1, 1)
component of the uncertainty matrix:
σMLP (u) = (ΣMLP (u))1,1 .
(24)

We remark that both, ΣMLP and yMLP, depend on depth, but only yMLP depends on the entrance and exit coordinates. At the same time, yMLP also depends on the parametrisation of the detector uncertainties through the
Σin and Σout matrices. We note that under the assumption of perfect trackers, Σin → 0 and Σout → 0 , and equations (20) and (21) become the ‘conventional’ expressions (equations (12) and (13)).
2.5. Detector uncertainties in single tracking set-ups
Single tracking set-ups determine a proton’s propagation angle by measuring its position in two consecutive
tracking detectors with a known distance from each other. One pair of trackers is needed for each of the two
directions transversal to the main beam axis. The precision of such a measurement depends on the resolution of
the strips (or fibres) as well as on the distance between the two trackers. Scattering in the tracker proximal to the
phantom leads to additional angular uncertainty depending on the amount and kind of material (the so-called
material budget x/X0). The impact of these parameters on the MLP precision in single tracking set-ups has been
investigated elsewhere (Penfold et al 2011, Bopp et al 2014) although the authors do not provide an analytical
expression to calculate the uncertainty of the entry/exit position and angle.
We denote with p = ( p1 , p2 ) the two transversal positions measured by one pair of tracking detectors, with
dT the distance between the two trackers, and with σp their resolution. On the upstream side of the phantom, the
proton coordinates yin,d = (tin,d , θin,d ) are obtained as


0
1
,
yin,d = Tin · p with Tin =
(25)
−1/dT 1/dT
and on the downstream side as


1
0
.
y
=
T
·
p
with
T
=
(26)
out
out
out,d
−1/dT 1/dT

We assume the tracker resolution can be adequately described with two independent Gaussian uncertainty
distributions and a corresponding diagonal covariance matrix Σp = σp2 · diag(1, 1) (Bopp et al 2014). We
describe the effect of scattering on the tracker facing the phantom as additional covariance matrix using equation (12) from Lynch and Dahl (1991):


 
 
0 0
13.6 MeV
x
x
.
Σsc =
1 + 0.038 ln
with σsc =
(27)
2
0 σsc
β(E) p(E) X0
X0
The covariance matrices with respect to yin,d and yout,d , respectively, are
T
T
Σin = σp2 Tin · Tin
+ Σsc and Σout = σp2 Tout · Tout
+ Σsc .
(28)

Note that the matrix in equation (27) by itself would not be invertible, but the full expressions in equation (28)
are. As characteristic values representative of a single tracking set-up, we used σp = 0.15 mm, x/X0 = 5 × 10−3,
and dT = 10 cm (Amaldi et al 2011, Penfold et al 2011, Coutrakon et al 2014, Scaringella et al 2014).
2.6. Application of the formalism to integral mode set-ups
The MLP formalism has originally been developed in the context of single tracking set-ups and, for the sake
of comprehensibility, we have remained within this frame so far when extending the equations to account for
the set-up geometry and for experimental uncertainties. In this section, we explain how the equations can be
reinterpreted in a meaningful way to provide a figure of merit of the spatial resolution achievable with integral
mode proton imaging set-ups.
In single proton tracking, the MLP path is estimated based on the entrance and exit parameters measured
by the trackers. The standard deviation of the uncertainty envelope quantifies by how much the position t1 in a
certain depth u estimated by the MLP deviates from the true proton trajectory on average over many registered
7
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events used in the tomographic reconstruction. In this sense, it quantifies the accuracy of the projection model,
i.e. of the MLP.
In integral mode set-ups, an ensemble of protons traverses the phantom and is captured in the detector.
Therefore, the averaging is of physical nature and essentially takes place already during image acquisition. In a
PBS  +  range telescope set-up, the MLP is simply a straight line (as long as tissue heterogeneities are neglected)
and the beam width quantifies how far away from the centre of the beam the protons which contribute to the
measured signal can have passed. From a statistical point of view, the beam width, i.e. the size of the uncertainty envelope, quantifies the accuracy of the projection model (straight line MLP) compared to the true
finite size beam.
In a PBS  +  pixel detector set-up, there are N × M projection lines (MLPs) per projection angle, where N is
the number of pencil beam spots and M the number of detector pixels. The effective number of projection lines
which can be used in a tomographic reconstruction algorithm will certainly be lower because pixels too far away
from the beam centre do not capture enough protons to produce a sufficient signal.
From the imaging point of view, the σMLP parameter in any case gives a characteristic measure of the spatial
resolution in the reconstructed image: the larger its value, the blurrier the image. Following this argumentation,
equation (20) becomes a polyvalent description of all four proton imaging set-ups considered in this work by
suitably adjusting the components of Σin and Σout to reflect the beam’s phase space and the detector properties,
respectively. The tracker planes indicated in figure 2 have a different meaning for the integrated mode set-ups: the
entrance tracker plane can be viewed as the isocentre plane (where the nominal beam parameters typically refer
to) and the exit tracker plane corresponds to the detector surface. Consequently, dentry specifies the distance of the
phantom entrance surface from isocentre and dexit the detector distance from the phantom exit surface.
In PBS, the proton beam is steered by deflection magnets typically a few meters upstream from the nozzle and
the uncertainty associated with the entrance position of the protons is given by the beam spot size. In double scattering, protons traverse two subsequent scattering surfaces at some distance upstream from the isocentre which
spread the proton beam into a cone beam shaped field whose edges are cut away by collimators (Grusell et al 1994,
Paganetti 2012a). Their position when entering the phantom is essentially unknown. In both cases, scattering
due to components along the beam line (e.g. second scattering surface, exit windows, monitoring units etc) leads
to a certain degree of angular confusion. An exact mathematical model of the beam geometry can be complex
and is out of scope for this work.
We used a virtual point source model to describe the beam geometry and to take into account the beam divergence. In this framework, Σin becomes

  2
 
 

0 0
1
0
σtin 0
1 1/ds
Σ
=
·
·
+
.
(29)
in
0 σθ2in
1/ds 1
0 0
0
1
The uncertainty parameter σtin represents the (Gaussian) beam size in the isocentre plane and σθin quantifies
the angular confusion. The parameter ds describes the upstream distance of the point source from the isocentre
plane. We set ds = 200 cm as figure of merit having in mind common values of the source axis distance in
proton beam lines. Note that a parallel beam geometry can easily be recovered by letting ds → ∞, i.e. setting
Σin = diag(σt2in , σθ2in ).
On the exit side, the PBS  +  range telescope set-up provides no information at all on proton position and
angle. We model this numerically by setting both, σtout and σθout , to very large numbers (20 cm and 45◦). In the two
set-ups employing a pixel detector, the impact angle of the protons on the detector surface is unknown, so that
again we set σθout to a large number (45◦). The impact position is known from the pixel coordinate and we set σtout
to 0.5 mm as a figure of merit. The exact value depends on factors such as the type of flat panel detector and the
degree of interplay between adjacent pixels.
2.7. Figure of merit for comparison of the spatial resolution
The width of the uncertainty envelope σMLP (u) depends on depth so that objects will be more or less blurred in a
proton radiography depending on their location within the phantom. In single tracking set-ups, for example, the
envelope is generally wider in the central part of the phantom.
As a figure of merit for the spatial resolution, we used the spatial frequency at which the modular transfer
function (MTF) of a density step located at some depth u within the phantom decays below 10% (Richard et al
2012). Similar methods have been employed by other authors in the context of proton imaging (Seco et al 2013,
Hansen et al 2014, 2016, Plautz et al 2016).
Within the Gaussian approximation of MCS, the edge spread function (ESF) of a thin dense slab at depth u is
an error function,


1
t
) ,
ESF(t; u) ∝
1 + erf( √
(30)
2
2 σMLP (u)
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where t denotes the transversal coordinate (see figure 2). We will use this to graphically illustrate the effect of
spatial blurring. Its derivative yields the line spread function (LSF) and the modulus of its Fourier transform
(again a Gaussian) is the depth dependent MTF. The spatial frequency at which the MTF decays below 10% of its
maximum value is
√
|MTF( f10% )|
1
2 ln 10
1
, with
f10% (u) =
= .
(31)
2π σMLP (u)
|MTF(0)|
10

ave
In the results, we report the average value of f10% (u) along the phantom depth f10%
as well as its minimum
max
and maximum f10% values. We remark that f10% serves as characteristic figure of merit of each imaging
set-up while it does not explicitly quantify the spatial resolution of a reconstructed tomographic image, as this
depends, e.g. on the kind of reconstruction algorithm.
min
f10%

2.8. Numerical treatment of proton energy loss
The 1/β 2 p2 term in equations (9) through (11) takes into account the energy dependence of the proton scattering
within the phantom. It must be appropriately parametrised numerically to perform the integration.
In single tracking set-ups, protons range out beyond the trackers in the energy detector behind them. In
principle, any initial beam energy can be used provided that the protons traverse the patient and reach the detector. The same holds true for a PBS  +  range telescope set-up. Note, however, that the choice of the initial energy
will have an impact on the density resolution in the proton CT image in single tracking (Schulte et al 2005).
For imaging set-ups which make use of a single plane pixel detector the situation is different because the WET
measurement principle poses a constraint on the initial proton energy: it has to be selected such that the proton
range (in water) is equivalent to the phantom WET plus an additional absorber slab between the phantom and
the detector. The latter is necessary to guarantee that the patient is not (accidentally) exposed to high dose in case
the protons range out earlier than predicted when generating the irradiation plan. We assumed a slab thickness
of 2 cm in our analysis which seems a reasonable minimal requirement. The final results in terms of σ̄MLP do not
appreciably (10%) change for larger values up to several cm.
This constraint between energy and WET prompted us to use the analytical expression proposed by Bortfeld
and Schlegel (1996) to model the kinetic energy E (in MeV) as a function of depth (in cm),

1/p
R−u
(32)
,
E(u) =
α
where R = WETphantom + 2 cm is the range of protons stopping in the flat panel detector. Following
equation (28) of Schulte et al (2008), we then calculated 1/β 2 p2 as

2
E(u) + Ep c2
1
(u) = 
,
(33)
2
β 2 p2
E(u) + 2Ep E2 (u)

and integrated equations (9) through (11) numerically. In the MLP formalisms used for single tracking setups and the related tomographic reconstruction, the 1/β 2 p2 term is approximated by a polynomial (of 5th
order), as initially proposed by Williams (2004). Such a parametrisation stems from the fact that the integrals
in equations (9) through (11) can then be solved analytically. The use of polynomials saves computation
time when reconstructing the 3D image. On the other hand, computational performance was no concern
for our study and equation (32) is very intuitive for our purpose because it explicitly contains the parameter
WETphantom .
We performed a simple Geant4 v10.3.2 MC simulation (Agostinelli et al 2003) via Gate (Jan et al 2011, Sarrut
et al 2014) to determine the best choice of the parameters α and p in equation (32). We had a mono-energetic
proton beam with FWHM  =  8 mm impinge onto a large block of water and scored the proton energy as a function of depth in 1 mm steps. We determined the range R from the integrated depth dose profiles using the 80%
distal fall-off criterion. By fitting Ebeam = (R/α)1/p to the simulated data for different beam energies between 50
MeV and 200 MeV, we established p  =  1.5 and α = 0.01.
Many flat panel detectors contain a conversion layer made of scintillator material in which incoming x-rays
and in our case protons generate light which is then captured by a detector array below. Others make use of direct
conversion into electric charge without a scintillator layer. In any case, protons will experience some degree of
scattering in the flat panel and the additional (safety) absorber slab in front of it. Because it is not straightforward
to model these effects, especially without assuming specifics about the detector, we neglect this additional scattering and take into account only the energy loss in the absorber slab by setting R = WETphantom + 2 cm. As a
result, the effective position uncertainty of a true set-up might be larger than the nominal pixel size. In this sense,
our figures of merit of σ̄MLP for the PBS  +  pixel detector and passive field  +  pixel detector set-ups should be
considered as lower limit values.
9
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Table 1. Geant4 simulation parameters for each set-up.
Set-up

Source geometry

Initial energy

Number of protons

Passive field  +  pixel detector

20  ×  20 cm2 square field

157 MeV

106

PBS  +  range telescope

Gaussian beam στ = 3.4 mm

200 MeV

105

PBS  +  pixel detector

Gaussian beam στ = 3.4 mm

157 MeV

106

Table 2. Uncertainty parameters used to characterise the proton imaging set-ups.
Set-up parameter

σtin

σθin

σtout

σθout

Single tracking idealised

0

0

0

0

PBS  +  range telescope idealised

0

0

PBS  +  pixel detector idealised

0

0

→∞

0

→∞

Passive scattering  +  pixel detector idealised

→∞

0

0

→∞

Single tracking (see section 2.5)

0.15 mm

3 mrad

0.15 mm

3 mrad

Single tracking without angle measurement

0.5 mm

15 mrad

0.5 mm

PBS  +  range telescope

8/2.35 mm

0.1 mrad

20 cm

→ ∞ (45◦ )

passive scattering  +  pixel detector

20 cm

15 mrad

0.5 mm

PBS  +  pixel detector

8/2.35 mm

0.1 mrad

0.5 mm

→∞

→ ∞ (45◦ )
→ ∞ (45◦ )
→ ∞ (45◦ )

2.9. MC simulations
In order to verify the analytical calculations presented in the previous sections, we performed MC simulations
using Geant4/Gate. The phantom used in all simulations was a 15 cm thick block of water with dimensions
50  ×  50 cm2 in the transversal plane. We positioned one phase space actor in front of and one behind the
phantom which recorded position and angle of the protons. As a moderate choice of set-up parameters, we
selected dentry = dexit = 15 cm. The maximum step length was set to 2 mm inside the phantom to guarantee a
fine sampling of the proton trajectories. Two different physics lists were used to model the physical processes:
emstandard to keep only electromagnetic interactions and QGSP-BIC to include also nuclear interactions.
Table 1 summarises the simulation parameters for each set-up. Protons were sent in a 20  ×  20 cm2 square
field to model double scattering and as a Gaussian beam with 8 mm FWHM spot size for PBS. In all simulations, the proton beam/field was diverging with the focus point 200 cm upstream from the entrance surface of
the phantom. The single tracking set-up did not need a specific simulation as data from other set-ups could be
used. We set the initial energy to 200 MeV for the range telescope set-up and chose the beam energy such that
R = WETphantom + 2 cm (see section 2.8) for set-ups involving a pixel detector. In post-processing, protons were
selected according to their position recorded 15 cm behind the phantom to mimic the pixel geometry. Therefore,
certain set-ups required more protons because over 99% of them would be filtered out.

3. Results
In the following, we present the results obtained through our amended analytical formalism (section 2.4) as
well as from MC simulations (section 2.9). Specifically, we show uncertainty envelopes for the four set-up types
as well as the figure of merit of the spatial resolution (section 2.7) for different geometrical configurations and
detector uncertainties. For the single tracking and the range telescope set-ups, we used a range corresponding to
200 MeV protons in water to model the energy dependent term in the MCS formulæ (see section 2.8). For the
other two, the range was always set to R = WETphantom + 2 cm. To generate the uncertainty envelope outside
of the phantom, we propagated the covariance matrix ΣMLP backward from the entrance surface and forward
from the exit surface, neglecting scattering in air. The size of the uncertainty envelope, σMLP (u), does not depend
on the shape of the MLP, as pointed out in section 2.4. For the sake of simpler illustration, we therefore depict a
straight MLP along the isocentric beam axis.
3.1. Comparison with MC simulations
We simulated proton trajectories in water as explained in section 2.9 to verify the conclusions based on our
analytical calculations. The results are shown in the upper row of figure 3 where the yellow envelopes were
obtained simulating MCS only and the blue ones with ‘all’ interactions including elastic and inelastic nuclear
scattering enabled. The dashed envelope shows the analytically calculated σMLP (u) (equation (24)). We set
WETphantom = 15 cm and dentry = dexit = 15 cm as in the MC simulation. For the Σin and Σout matrices, we used
the parameters reported in the lower half of table 2.

10
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Figure 3. Upper row: Uncertainty envelopes obtained with Geant4/Gate simulation with the emstandard physics list (yellow) and
the QGSP-BIC full physics list (blue). The dashed envelope shows the analytically calculated σMLP (u) (equation (24)). Note the
different scales used for the y-axis. Lower row: Relative difference between the analytically calculated and the MC simulated values of
σMLP (u). The blue halo gives the statistical uncertainty due to the limited number of selected events in the MC simulation.

Figure 4. Uncertainty envelopes of idealised set-ups calculated using equation (20). The protons propagate from left to right and the
origin of the depth coordinate refers to the entrance surface of the phantom. For the single tracking set-up, the two vertical dashed
lines indicate the proton tracker pairs. For the other three set-ups, the vertical dashed line to the right of the phantom refers to the
detector, although this is for reference purpose only in the case of the range telescope which does not provide spatial information.
Note the different scale in the leftmost panel.

The lower row of figure 3 depicts the relative difference between σMLP (u) obtained from the MC simulations
and calculated through our amended analytical formalism. From the MC simulations, σMLP (u) was estimated as
standard deviation of the simulated proton trajectories. The coloured blue halo gives the standard error of the
standard deviation of the simulated proton trajectories.
3.2. Idealised set-up parameters
We used a set of idealised set-up parameters for each of the set-ups. Their purpose was to provide a reference
case in which MCS was the only source of uncertainty while neglecting set-up related factors. Specifically, where
appropriate, we assumed perfectly precise trackers, an infinitely thin pencil beam, infinitely small pixels, and a
proton field which follows a perfect cone beam geometry without angular confusion (i.e. no residual scattering
due to elements along the beam line). The parameters are summarised in the upper half of table 2. Figure 4
presents an overview of the uncertainty envelopes for the four set-ups under idealised conditions. We set
WETphantom = 15 cm and dentry = dexit = 15 cm as moderate choice of geometric parameters.
3.3. Non-idealised geometric set-up parameters
Figure 5 illustrates examples of uncertainty envelopes under non-idealised conditions for different distances
dentry and dexit and phantom thickness values WETphantom, and figure 6 shows the dependence of the spatial
resolution f10% on the distance between detector/trackers and phantom (left) and on the phantom thickness
(right). For the Σin and Σout matrices, we used the parameters reported in the lower half of table 2. The value
σθin = 15 mrad corresponds to the angular confusion created by a 1 mm lead foil in double scattering.
For completeness, we have calculated the spatial resolution for single tracking set-ups which do not measure
the protons’ propagation angle (violet curve in figure 6). We set Σin = diag(σtin , σθin ) and Σout = diag(σtout , σθout ),
11
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Figure 5. Uncertainty envelopes of the four set-ups calculated using equation (20) for different phantom thickness values (1 cm
and 15 cm, respectively) and detector to phantom distances. For the single tracking set-up, the two vertical dashed lines indicate the
proton tracker pairs. For the other three set-ups, the vertical dashed line to the right of the phantom refers to the detector. Note the
different scale in the leftmost column.

ave
Figure 6. Average spatial resolution f10%
as a function of detector/tracker distance (left) and phantom thickness (right). The
min f max
coloured halo depicts the range [ f10%, 10% ].

with σtin = σtout = 0.5 mm representative of the width of scintillating fibres, σθin = 15 mrad a figure of merit for
the angular confusion, and σθout → ∞ because no angular information is measured.
Figure 7 intends to provide a more intuitive understanding of the degree of blurring observable in the four
set-ups. The plots show the (back-projected) profile which would be observed with a density step (e.g. half a
slab of bone-like material) transversal to the beam axis inserted at some depth within the phantom. Within the
Gaussian approximation of MCS, such a profile is described by an error function (see section 2.7).
3.4. Pencil beam spot size and pixel size
In the left panel of figure 8, we have calculated the spatial resolution f10% as a function of beam spot size for the
two PBS-based set-ups. The phantom thickness was 15 cm. The right panel of figure 8 shows the spatial resolution
as a function of pixel size in the PBS  +  pixel set-up for three different distances of the flat panel to the phantom
and for a phantom thickness of 15 cm. The PBS  +  range telescope set-up is shown as reference.
12
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Figure 7. Example of how the back-projected profile of a transversal density step would look like when imaged with the four
different set-up types and the geometric parameters as in the first row of figure 5. The three lines (dashed, solid, dash-dotted)
correspond to the density step positioned in three different depths.

ave
Figure 8. Average spatial resolution f10%
as a function of beam spot size (left panel) and pixel size (right panel) for PBS  +  pixel and
min f max
, 10% ].
PBS  +  range telescope set-ups for WETphantom = 15 cm. The coloured halo depicts the range [ f10%

4. Discussion
The purpose of this work was to characterise and compare four types of proton imaging set-ups (see section 2.1)
under the aspect of spatial resolution. We first verified validity of our analytical formalism by comparing the
predicted width of the uncertainty envelope, σMLP (u), with the values extracted from MC simulations.
The values of σMLP (u) shown in figure 3 agree to within a few percent. We attribute the slight discrepancies
partly to the fact that the analytical formalism assumes Gaussian uncertainties/distributions of the entry and exit
coordinates while the filtering which we applied in post processing the data corresponds to a uniform (rectangular shaped) distribution. Secondly, our analytical formalism remains within the Gaussian approximation of MCS
while Geant4 also simulates larger angle scattering events. Finally, it is known that the MCS models implemented
in Geant4 (and other MC codes) as well as experimental data show a few percent variation when compared to
each other (Makarova et al 2017). In this light, our analytical formalism appears to be sufficiently accurate as a
means to predict and compare the spatial resolution achievable by the various proton imaging set-ups.
From a mathematical point of view, the spatial resolution is linked to the uncertainty of the projection model:
the larger the width of the uncertainty envelope around the estimated projection path, the blurrier the image. As
a result, the (back) projected image of a density step oriented transversally to the beam axis would be smeared
out, specifically into an error function within the Gaussian approximation of MCS (figure 7). We used the frequency f10% at which the MTF of such an image would decrease below 10% as a figure of merit for the spatial
resolution (see section 2.7).
Our formalism calculates the width of the uncertainty envelope in a two dimensional plane, as do all other
MLP estimation methods. The full MCS process certainly takes place in three dimensional space and the uncertainty envelope is generally described by a two dimensional depth-dependent distribution around the beam
axis. Within
the approximation of a homogeneous phantom, this distribution is radially symmetric with
√
σr = 2σMLP.
There is no a priori method to predict the exact spatial resolution in a reconstructed image from the width of
the uncertainty envelope. In fact, the spatial resolution in a specific image will depend on the reconstruction algorithm and possibly other image processing techniques such as deconvolution strategies, prior constrained reconstruction, etc. An investigation of such methods was not the purpose of this work. In filtered back projection,
13
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Figure 9. Left: Distribution of protons on the detector surface at 20 cm distance from the water phantom, colour-coded according to
the kind of interaction they have undergone. Right: Relative amount of protons in a circular region of interest of radius R around the
beam spot center at the phantom exit surface (dashed) and impinging on the detector surface at 20 cm distance (solid).

Figure 10. MLP estimates for different tracker characteristics (see section 2.5) and for two different phantom thickness values: 5 cm
(left) and 15 cm (right).

however, a direct relation between the size of the uncertainty envelope and the spatial resolution exists: the blurring effect of MCS can be thought of as the result of a Gaussian apodisation function, A(ν) ∝ exp(−π(ν/ν0 )2 ),
filtering out higher frequencies (Panetta and Demi 2014). The frequency ν0 (in lp mm−1 or cycles mm−1) relates

to f10% as ν0 = 2π/2 ln 10 f10%. For a homogeneous, circularly symmetric phantom,
the FWHM of the point
√
spread function in the center of the reconstructed image will be FWHM = 8 ln 2 σMLP ≈ 2.35 σMLP, where
σMLP is the width of the uncertainty envelope half way into the phantom. More generally, the spatial resolution in
a reconstructed tomographic image will depend on the location of the object within the phantom, as observed in
other studies (Rit et al 2013), because the width of the uncertainty envelope depends on depth.
4.1. Impact of geometric set-up parameters
With perfect trackers (see figure 4), the uncertainty envelope of the single tracking set-up is much thinner than
0.5 mm at its widest point. The PBS  +  range telescope set-up shows the expected funnel-shaped uncertainty
envelope due to MCS. In comparison, in the PBS  +  pixel detector set-up, the envelope is slightly thinner at
the exit surface because the pixels provide additional constraining information on the protons’ exit position.
This position constraint remains somewhat uncertain despite the infinitely small pixels because of the protons’
angular confusion after exiting the phantom and because the angle under which they impinge onto the detector
is unknown. The same argument holds for the passive field  +  pixel detector set-up with the difference that the
entrance position of the protons is unknown as they are delivered in a large extended field. For this reason, the
uncertainty envelope is very wide (≈±8 mm). This is in line with other authors’ experimental observation that
proton images acquired with this kind of set-up become very blurry once the detector/film is placed several cm
away from the phantom (Seco and Depauw 2011).
Figures 5 and 6 report the set-up performance depending on detector distance, detector properties, and
phantom thickness. In the single tracking set-up, a resolution of  ≈1 lp mm−1 would be achieved with the track14
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ers placed very close to the phantom. With the trackers placed at 40 cm distance from the phantom, the limited tracker precision leads to wider uncertainty envelopes towards the phantom surfaces, reaching 1 mm, i.e.
f10% ≈ 0.3 lp mm−1. This is because the angular tracker uncertainty translates into an uncertain entrance position on the phantom surface (mathematically through the matrix Sout in equation (15)). For realistic distances
(30–40 cm) between the trackers and the patient, the impact of the angular uncertainty on σMLP and f10% therefore tends to be more important than the position uncertainty σp (see section 2.5). Analogous observations have
also been reported in Bopp et al (2014) and Plautz et al (2016).
For similar reasons, the spatial resolution in the PBS  +  pixel set-up degrades with increasing detector to
phantom distance from  ≈0.2 lp mm−1 to  ≈0.1 lp mm−1. It remains constant (≈0.1 lp mm−1) in PBS  +  range
telescope set-up because the detector does anyhow not provide any geometric information.
The performance of single tracking set-ups which do not measure the protons’ propagation angle strongly
depends on the tracker distance and the phantom thickness. With very thin phantoms (WET  <  2 cm) or when
the trackers are placed very close to the phantom (dentry /dexit < 5 cm), f10% decreases only by a factor of two with
respect to ‘full’ single tracking set-ups. However, at tracker distances beyond 30 cm and for phantom thickness of
more than  ≈20 cm, f10% reaches the same level as in integrated mode set-ups, again, because of the lack of angular information in combination with the protons’ angular confusion.
Notably, PBS  +  range telescope set-ups perform similarly well as PBS  +  pixel set-ups (σ̄MLP only  ≈10%
larger) for detector distances  >20 cm despite the fact that they do not provide any constraint on the proton exit
position. This is also related to the constraint on beam energy when using flat panel detectors (see section 2.8):
the beam energy has to match the phantom WET while it can be (in theory) arbitrarily high when using a range
telescope meaning less scattering.
Passive scattering set-ups perform slightly worse than under idealised conditions because of the additional
angular confusion to be taken into account. The pixel information helps to increase the spatial resolution f10%
from  ≈0.03 lp mm−1 to  ≈0.2 lp mm−1, only when the detector is placed very close to the phantom (little drift in
air). This is a potentially unrealistic requirement for clinical implementation.
Our analysis assumes homogeneous material composition as do other MLP formalisms. In a heterogeneous
medium, it was observed that unbalanced scattering enhances the contrast along density interfaces (West and
Sherwood 1972, Quiñones et al 2016, Zhang et al 2018). While Zhang et al (2018) reports experimental findings
specifically for the passsive field  +  pixel detector set-up, heterogeneous materials will likely lead to similar effects
also in other types of systems. Integrating this or similar effects in a suitable post-processing/reconstruction algorithm would require more advanced (forward) projection models which take into account material heterogeneities. Exploiting such effects could potentially increase the spatial resolution and deserves further investigation.
4.2. Impact of pencil beam spot size and pixel size
An important result of our study is that the pixel size has an impact on the spatial resolution in PBS  +  pixel setups only if the detector is placed close to the phantom. Beyond a critical distance of about 20 cm (see figure 6,
left), the geometrical information of the pixels hardly improves the resolution compared to the PBS  +  range
telescope set-up which does not provide any spatial information at all. The practical implication is that the pixel
size does not matter if the detector is placed beyond such a distance. This is explicitly seen in the right panel
of figure 8 where the spatial resolution remains almost constant except for the yellow curve which refers to a
min
detector distance of 1 cm. The minimum spatial resolution f10%
is lower in the PBS  +  range telescope set-up
because the unconstrained pencil beam widens towards the phantom exit due to MCS.
The main limiting factor for the spatial resolution in the two PBS-based set-ups is the pencil beam spot size
(see figure 8 left panel). At realistic detector distances (30–40 cm), the performance of both set-ups is similar. The
plot demonstrates that image resolution of both set-ups would benefit significantly from a reduced pencil beam
size. A FWHM of 2.5 mm would, e.g. correspond to a spatial resolution of  ≈0.25 lp mm−1.
Our analytical formalism takes into account the energy loss in an absorber slab to be placed in front of the
pixel detector, yet it neglects the additional scattering (see section 2.8). Such scattering ‘smears out’ protons
which would have impinged onto the same pixel. Mathematically, the result would be a convolution with a
Gaussian kernel describing the additional scattering with the pixel grid. In this sense, the absorber slab increases
the effective pixel size of the detector. Since the spatial resolution is largely independent of the pixel size for realistic detector distances, we conclude that neglecting the scattering in the slab does not compromise our results.
4.3. Region of interest filtering of nuclear interactions
Nuclear interactions lead to large scattering angles and are the root cause for the wider envelopes obtained with
the full physics list (see figure 3). The exception is the PBS  +  pixel set-up for which almost no difference in the size
of the uncertainty envelope is observed. Protons which have experienced large angle nuclear scattering inside the
phantom drift far away from the central beam axis while propagating through air. Therefore, they predominantly
impinge onto the pixel detector at larger distances from the spot centre than those which have undergone MCS
15
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only. This can be seen in the left panel of figure 9 where each dot indicates a proton hitting the detector plane
at a distance of 20 cm from the 15 cm thick phantom. The data were generated using Geant4/Gate with the full
physics list (QGSP-BIC). Protons which have undergone at least one nuclear elastic/inelastic interaction along
their path are coloured in blue/red, respectively. The right panel shows the cumulative radial distribution for a
detector panel positioned immediately at the phantom exit (dashed) and at 20 cm distance (solid).
This effect can be exploited in PBS  +  pixel detector set-ups to select protons which have undergone only
MCS, similar to what is done in single tracking set-ups in practice where protons which have undergone nuclear
interactions are partly filtered out by applying cuts on the exit angle and energy measurements (Schulte et al
2008). Specifically, using only pixels within a region of interest around the spot centre for a given pencil beam
effectively filters out a large portion of nuclear events while retaining almost all protons which have undergone
MCS only.
The suitable size of the region of interest depends on the detector distance and on the beam spot size due to
MCS and would therefore need to be determined individually for each pencil beam in a real image acquisition.
In case of figure 9, right panel, the appropriate radius would be about 30 mm. When the region of interest is only
a single pixel, as assumed in figure 3, virtually no protons having undergone nuclear interaction are considered.
This is the reason why no difference is visible between the two simulation results for the PBS  +  pixel set-up in
figure 3.
Because the spatial resolution does anyhow not depend on the pixel size at realistic detector distances (see
figure 8, right panel), binning adjacent pixels does not compromise the spatial resolution due to MCS (see section 4.2). On the other hand, the here outlined region of interest driven binning strategy might help reduce the
impact of nuclear scattering by filtering out most such events.
4.4. Impact of experimental uncertainties on MLP in single tracking set-ups
In tomographic reconstruction based on data acquired with a single tracking set-up, the forward projection
is performed along the MLP. According to equation (21), this depends on the tracker uncertainties, so that the
parametrisation of the tracker geometry (see section 2.5) must in general be known and included. In figure 10,
we show an example MLP calculated for three different tracker uncertainties and for two different phantom
thickness values. The exit position and angle were chosen so that texit = σtexit and θexit = σθexit to consider
a statistically significant case. With a relatively thin phantom of 5 cm WET (left panel), the MLP is shifted by
about 1 mm for the less precise tracker compared to the ideal trackers. At the same time, the uncertainty envelope
around the MLP is on the same order of magnitude as this systematic difference. The same holds true for the
more precise (and more realistic) tracker. With a 20 cm thick phantom (right panel), the uncertainty due to MCS
becomes more dominant than the tracker uncertainty (competing terms in equation (21)) and the difference
between the MLP estimates is smaller than the uncertainty envelope, i.e. essentially insignificant.
This analysis suggests that the tracker uncertainties can potentially be ignored when estimating the MLP
using certain parametrisations. Our analytical expressions (equations (21) and (20)) provide the mathematical
tools to verify this for a specific single tracking set-up.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this work was to compare four types of proton imaging set-ups under the aspect of spatial image
resolution. We extended the existing formalism of the most likely path to derive analytical expressions which
take into account the geometric parameters of the imaging set-up as well as the measurement uncertainties.
We considered parameters characteristic for each type of set-up without explicitly referring to any specific
implementation reported in the literature.
We analytically calculated the width of the uncertainty envelope around the most likely path, σ̄MLP , and used
the spatial frequency f10% at which the MTF of a transversal density step decays below 10% as figure of merit for
the spatial resolution to compare the set-ups.
Not surprisingly, a single tracking set-up yields the best results in terms of spatial resolution. Our analysis
underlined the importance of using tracking detectors with a high angular precision (and accuracy) because
an uncertainty in this measurement translates into an uncertain estimate of the entry and exit position on the
phantom surface and therefore into an increased uncertainty envelope around the MLP. This effect becomes
more important the further away the trackers are placed from the phantom/patient. The distance of the trackers
to the patient is largely dictated by the requirement to integrate a proton imaging set-up into a treatment room
next to the patient couch and the beam nozzle. In our opinion, 30–40 cm is actually a realistic value in analogy to
the dimensions of current cone beam CT systems. At such a distance, the tracker uncertainty has indeed a larger
impact on spatial resolution than multiple scattering within the phantom and we found a spatial resolution
of  ≈0.3–0.35 lp mm−1 for typical tracker characteristics.
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Our comparison showed that the passive double scattering  +  pixel detector set-up would be able to produce a satisfactory image resolution only if the detector were very close to the phantom. At 30–40 cm, we found
f10% < 0.03 lp mm−1, so that such a type of imaging set-up will most likely not produce sufficient image resolution for proton CT. Nonetheless, it might be useful in an application in which the detector can be placed very
close to the patient, e.g. for range verification measurements (Lu 2008). More advanced post-processing techniques which exploit unbalanced scattering in heterogeneous medium might help improve the spatial resolution
(Zhang et al 2018).
The two set-ups based on pencil beam scanning showed similar results compared with each other ( f10% ≈ 0.1
lp mm−1) at realistic detector to phantom distances and for an 8 mm FWHM pencil beam. The set-up using a
position sensitive device brought only a slight advantage in terms of spatial resolution compared to the one using
a position insensitive detector. In particular, small pixels do not offer any advantage and we conclude that any
pixel size of 1 mm or less would be sufficient.
An advantage of the pixel detector is that the majority of protons which have undergone large angle nuclear
scattering events inside the phantom can be filtered out by using only pixels within a region of interest around the
centre of the beam spot. On the other hand, the single plane pixel detector requires multiple irradiations of the
phantom/patient with different energies while a single irradiation suffices with a range telescope, or generally a
stack of detectors. Which of the two PBS-based set-ups would be preferable in a clinical implementation depends
not so much on the achievable spatial resolution, but rather factors such as integrability into the treatment room,
dosimetric aspects, the time needed for image acquisition, etc. Investigation and comparison of these aspects
were not the purpose of this work.
Finally, the spatial resolution achievable with the two PBS-based set-ups is limited mainly as a result of
the pencil beam spot size. The resolution could be drastically improved by using very thin pencil beams. For a
FWHM of 2.35 mm, we find f10% ≈ 0.2–0.25 lp mm−1, which is only 50% worse compared to a single tracking
set-up with trackers at 30–40 cm from the phantom.
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